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Using Hausdorff measures and a generalized form of Cartan’s Lemma, the 
convergence of non-diagonal Pad& approximants (and their derivatives of all 
orders) is studied. The results obtained are shown to best possible. Finally, a small 
advance is made towards proving the Baker-Graves-Morris conjecture on columns 
of the Pad6 table. 
1. INTRODIJCTI~N 
Given a formal power series f(z) = CF a,.$, the L, M Padt approximant 
;c,L<Mj; W4 = WQM = <Ci wk)l(CO wkh where feM - 6 = 
) formally. The best reference is Baker [ 11. 
Sections Cjn_,, ujzi of the power series f are denoted by [f Ii, while we 
set [fl”= [flo”; [fl,= ifI,“. 
Given open 53 c C s.t. 0 E @, we shall say f is meromorphic in C2 if f is 
analytic at 0 and has poles of finite total multiplicity in each compact subset 
of 23. 
The symbol D’ will denote d’/dz’ all non-negative integers 1. The symbol 
sup* {. . . } will denote max{ 1, sup{. }}. For example, sup;, =R(I Q(t)/Q(z)l} = 
mWT su~,~,=~{l QWI Q(z)} 1. 
A function h: [0, 00) + [0, co] will be called a measure function if 
h(O) = 0 and if for some E > 0, h is positive in (0, E) and monotone 
increasing and continuous in [0, E]. Given such h, the Hausdorff (outer) 
measure p(h) and associated (outer) measure A’“’ are defined as follows: 
Let {Bi} denote balls with diameters {d(Ei)}. For each E c C, set 
A(“)(E) = inf c h(d(BJ): E c iJ B, 
I 
, 
t i I 
,u(“‘(E) = ;y~ inf 
Ii 
C h(d(B,)): E c U Bi and all d(Bi) < E . 
I I 
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See Rogers [2j or Carleson [3]. Note that the proper Hausdorff measures 
are the ,u(~) but ,u’~‘(,!?) = 0 o LI’~‘(E) = 0. 
If p”‘(E) is zero (positive, finite, infinite) we shall say E has zero 
(positive, finite, infinite) h-measure. If E can be represented as the countable 
union of sets, each of finite h-measure, then E is said to have a-finite h- 
measure. If no such representation is possible, E is said to have non-u-finite 
h-measure. E is said to be u-compact if it can be written as the countable 
union of compact sets. Some important measure functions are 
(a > 0, y > 0) h(t) = tn all t E [0, co); h(t) = (log( l/t))-’ all t E (0, 1). 
A set E is said to have Hausdorff dimension d if E has zero F-measure all 
a > A and positive Y-measure all GL < A. A set E is said to have logarithmic 
dimension A if E has zero (log(l/t))-“measure all y > A and positive 
(log( l/t))-Y-measure all y ( A. 
Closely related to logarithmic dimension is logarithmic capacity, which 
may be defined, on compact E, as follows: 
cap E = lim,(min, maxZEE IP(z)~)“~ where, at the kth stage, the min is 
taken over all polynomials of degree k, leading coefficient 1. See Hille [4, 
pp. 264-2891, Pommerenke [5], Taylor [6], Carleson 13). 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let h be a measure function s.t. for some E > 0 
I ’ (h(u)/u)du < 00, (1) 0 
h is strictly increasing and continuously differentiable in (0, E). (2) 
Let 
h*(H) = 1 + 
U 
4H WYu) du)l(h(W lw(l/H)) (3) 
0 
all 0 < H < ~14. 
Then given 0 < H ( ~14, and given any polynomial P of degree n (some 
n > 1 ), leading coefJicient 1, 
LI’~‘({z: IP( < H”h*‘H’}) < h(4H). (4) 
In particular if h(t) = ta (a > 0) then 
h*(H) = 1 + l&z log(l/H)) so lim h*(H)= 1, 
H-O+ 
(5) 
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while ifh(t) = (log( l/t))-‘(y > 1) then 
h*(H) ,< 1 + l/(y - 1). (6) 
Proof. By (2), the inverse function of h, ht-‘I, given by h’-“(h(t)) = t, is 
defined, continuously differentiable and strictly increasing in (0, h(s)), and 
h’-“(O) = 0. 
Further for 0 < H < ~14, 
i 
’ log h’-“(xh(4H)/n) dx 
0 
= (n/h(4H)) j4” (log W) h’(w) dw (Substitution xh(4H)/n = h(w)) 
0 
= n log 4H - (n/h(4H)) j4H (h(w)/w) dw 
0 
(( 1) implies lim,,, h(u) log u = 0 and the existence of the 
various integrals) 
= n log 4 + n(log H) h*(H) (by (3)). (7) 
Next, set rl = 4-‘h~-11(IZh(4H)/n) all 1 < A< n, which ensures that 
0 < r, < r2 < ... < r,, and also ensures that 
i h(4rAi) = h(4H) 
i=l 
whenever 1, + .. 1, = n. (8) 
Further, 
fi ri = 4-” exp ( i log h[-“(G(4H)/n)) 
A=1 
>4-“exp log h’-“(xh(rlH)/n) = Hnh*(H) (9) 
(as ht -‘I is strictly increasing, and by (7)). 
Finally, by simply replacing the numbers AH/n by r, and &H/n by rl, in 
the proof of Cartan’s Lemma given in Baker [ 1, p. 1741, we obtain that there 
exist integers p, A, A, and balls Tl 
zE~\Ufz*ri, 
... rP s.t. d(Ti) = 4rAi and s.t. for all 
IP( > fi ri > Hnh*(“) 
i=l 
(by (9)). 
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Then 
= h(4H) (by(8)andasA1+1,t...1,=n). 
In the special cases (5), (6), the formulae for h* follow directly from (3). 
Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (i) Using H”(‘og(liH)) = e-‘, we see from (4), (5) that for 
h(t) = tn, the lemma reduces to the classical Cartan’s Lemma: 
Ach’((z: IP( < (H/e”“)“}) < (4H)“. 
(ii) The smoothness condition (2) can be considerably weakened, but (1) 
cannot. For suppose h is a measure function and suppose there exists a 
function h* defined and bounded in each closed subinterval of (0, e/4) (but 
not necessarily continuous or bounded in (0, e/4) or given by (3)) s.t. (4) 
holds. It is not hard to see from (4), that whenever E has logarithmic 
capacity zero, then E has h-measure zero. But Taylor [6, p. 527, Theorem 31 
shows that for every h for which (1) fails to hold, there are sets of positive h- 
measure, but zero logarithmic capacity. So the lemma is “best possible.” 
(iii) It follows that no inequality like (4) holds for (log( l/t))-’ all y < 1. 
However, one can prove weaker inequalities: For example, for h(t) = 
(wll~))- l9 
kh’({z: II’(z)1 < H”‘og(“+l)}) < h(4H). 
LEMMA 2. Let ,u > 0 and suppose 
f { h(w)(log( l/w))“‘- ‘/w) dw < 00, 
“’ 0 
(i) There exist positive {Ed} s.t. 
lim 1 log ekl/kr = 0 but 2 h&J < 00. 
(10) 
(11) 
K k 
(ii) Ifp < 1 then (1) holds also, and f 
h(w)(log(W))“” (12) 
is monotone increasing then h*, given by (3), is bounded for small H. 
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Proof. (i) Let 0 < p < 1. With a slight abuse of notation, 
= B 
I 
{h(w)(log(l/w))“‘-l/w} dw < co 
0 
(where B is a constant. Use substitution w = pCxy)). So choose m, < m, < 
m3 < ” s.t. 
mi 
,=z,+, h((l - i-‘YkU)) < iA all i > 1 
and set ek = (1 - i-‘)‘k”’ all rniel < k < mi. 
(ii) Now by (12) 6(w) = h(w)(log(l/w))” is monotone increasing. 
Using monotonicity of 6, 
U 4H (h(w)/w) dwY(h(4H) lodl/W) 0 
4H < 
i 
((log( 1/w))-““/W} dw/((log 1/(4H)))“” (log( l/H))) 
0 
<W/P - 11, for small H. 
The result follows from (3). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. Let R > H > 0 and Q be a polynomial of degree ,W. 
(i) If h satisfies (l), (2) and 0 < H < c/4, then sup:, =R {I Q(t)// 
I Q<z>l I < (3RIH L*(H))M all IzI < R, z 6 E, where A”“(E) < h(4H). 
(ii) If h is an arbitrary measure function, then sup:, =R{] Q(t)l/ 
1 Q(z)I} < (3R/H)M all IzI <R, z CZ E, where A@)(E) < Mh(2H). 
Proof. The techniques used to prove this from lemmas like Lemma 1 are 
standard. See Nuttall [7, p. 1501 or Wallin [8, p. 2421 or Edrei [9, p. 4461 or 
Baker [ 1, pp. 179-1801. In proving (ii) one uses the fact that 
1~: I Q<z>l < H”l is contained in M balls of diameter 2H, rather than using 
Lemma 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMAS. Let 1 be a non-negative integer and R > r > 0. Let S(z) be a 
polynomial of degree p, leading coeficient 1, with its zeroes all in IzI < R. 
Then there is a constant K depending only on 1, p, R, r with the following 
property: 
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If Q is analytic in Iz/ ,< R, and if L, A4 are positive integers s.t. L + 
M>I, thenforalllzl<r, 
sup ISQ(t) D’(z’,+“+ ‘l’(SQ(z)(t - z))}l 
l/l =R 
<K+,+ "'CL + W'I S(z)1 - I-' 'w: II QW QG>l I>'+ '. 
Proof: Let V= SQ. Then by Leibniz’s formula for derivatives, 
sup ISQ(t) D’{zL+“+ ‘/(SQ(z)(t - z))}l 
Itl=R 
(13) 
< i (J ,;l”=pR I v(t>Dk(mz))l ,pPR lo’-“{z”‘““/(f--)}I. 
k=O 
Here by Leibniz’s formula again, 
lo’-“{z”‘““/(t - z)}l 
< Y(‘-“) ((L+M+ l)!/(L+M+ 1 -j)!)lzl”+“+‘-~’ 
j=O j 
x (l-k- j)! It-zl-“-k-j)-l 
<AOrJ+yL + M)’ if IzI<r, ItI=R, (14) 
where A, depends only on k, 1, R, r (and not on L, M, z). To estimate the 
other term in (13), proceed as follows: Applying Leibniz’s formula to the 
product V( l/v) = 1, one obtains 
(o’V)(Dk-j( l/V)) allk> 1. 
Using this last formula, and an easy induction on k, we can prove the 
following: 
Dk(l/V)(z) = V-k-1(z) C a, r*l (@v)(z), 
J n=l 
(15) 
where the sum CJ a, is a sum over all k-tuples .I = (j, , j, ... j,) s.t. 
.i, > j, 2 .. j, > 0 and s.t. j, + ... j, = k. The constants a, depend only on 
J and k, and not on V or z. When k = 0, the sum cJ is set to 1. Using 
Cauchy’s integral formula to bound the derivatives @V(z) (1 < n ,< k), one 
obtainsfrom(15),forO<k<landlzl<r, 
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,yv=pR I w Dk(vw)I 
<4(w: 11 will wll)‘+’ (where A, depends only on I, r, R) 
G 4WV’“+” IW-‘-I (w; ~lQ<WlQ<~>lI>‘+’ (16) 
(as Y= SQ and as S has ail its zeroes in ]zI < R). The result follows from 
(131, (141, (16). .Q.E.D. 
Remark. Convergence of {D’[L,/M,]} d oes not follow from convergence 
of ( [LK/Mk]} by the usual method (applying dominated convergence 
theorems to Cauchy’s integral formula) so the messy lemma above is 
necessary. 
3. PRELIMINARY THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. Let f be meromorphic in {z: (z ] < T} with poles of total 
multiplicity p < 00. Let { [Lk/Mk]} satisfy lim, infA4, > p. 
Let I be a non-negative integer, and h be a measure function. Suppose 
there exists .a sequence {Ed] of positive numbers s.t. 
c htd < ~0; /3 = limpup ir*(s,) Mk I log ekl/Lk < 00 (17) 
k 
(if h satisfies (l), (2) and if h* is given by (3)) or 
~Mj$(Ek) < 00; ,8 = limksup Mk 1 log ekl/Lk < co (18) 
k 
(tf h is an arbitrary measure function). 
Then given 0 < R < T, 0 < r < R exp(-(I + 1)/3), there is a set G of h- 
measure zero s.t. for all (zl ,< r, z b? G 
lim;up (D!f - D’[LJM,]] (z)“(‘-~+~~) < (r/R) exp((l + I)/?) < 1. (19) 
Proof. Let S be the polynomial of degree p, leading coefkient 1, s.t. fS 
is analytic in ]z I ( T. Let M > p, QM be the denominator in [L/M], and 
C = {t: It I = R}. In the usual manner (see, for example, Zinn-Justin [ 10, 
p. 327]), there is the error formula, 
I D!f - D’ WMII 
(f (t)/t”+“‘+l) SQ,(t) D’{z”‘““/(SQM(z)(t -z))} dt 
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all /z/ < r (by Lemma 4). Here K’ depends only on J; 1, R, p and not on z, L 
or M. 
Next suppose (17) holds. By Lemma 3(i) with H = .sk/4, there is a set E, 
s.t. for all Iz/ < r, z 6? E,, 
(21) 
where A’“‘(,?,) < h(s,J. Then by (17), G = nzY, l-J,“=, E, has h-measure 
zero, and for ]z] < r, z & G, (20), (21) give 
limEup ]O’f - o’(L,/M,]] (z)“(Lk+Ma) 
< (r/R) exp(lim;up{-h*@,) Mk@ + 1) log w’& + Mk)l) 
G 0-P ) ewW + 1) P> (by (17)). 
If (18) (rather than (17)) holds, apply Lemma 3(ii) (rather than Lemma 3(i)) 
above. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In constructing the counterexampies, use is made of the 
following lemma, which uses techniques due to Wallin [8, pp. 246-2491. 
LEMMA 5. Given C # 0, positive integers L, M, and a polynomial 
Q(z) = a(z - b)” = f qiz’ 
i=o 
(22) 
with Q(0) = 1, one can find complex a, all j E J = (L - M + 1, 
L - M + 2,..., L + M) with the following properties: 
lajl G ICI all j E J, (23) 
[ ( jgl Uj2) Q]~+,~+JQ=C(4b.)“z’-‘;’ (z-b)-.“, (24) 
where b’ = max{ 1, lbl), 
I 
xa Lik-jqj- -0 aNl<k<M. 
.i=O 
ProoJ Set 
aj = 0 L+M>,j>L+l 
= C(4b’)-M j=L+ 1. 
(25) 
(26) 
Whatever values the remaining aj take, we see that (24) follows from (26), 
(22). Now consider Eqs. (25). From (26), aL +k-j = 0 if L + k - j > 
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L t 1 o k - 1 > j. Hence we may replace 0, the lower index of summation 
in (25), by max{O, k - 1). Also making the index substitutions 
k=M-s+ los=M-k+ 1, 
j=M-tot=M- j, 
(25) becomes, after multiplying by (-6))“, 
minlY,sl 
c aL+*--(S-t,(-b)rS4M-f = 0 all 1 < s < M 
t=o 
=o all 1 <s<M, (27) 
where 
x, = aL+ ,-J-b)-“/{ C(4b’)-“} allO<n<M. (28) 
Here we used qnret = a(:)(-b)’ from (22). Now from (28), (26), we see 
x0 = 1, while it follows from (27) that there is a unique solution for 
x, ... xM. But for 1x1 < 1, 
1 =(l t-x)-“(1 tx)M= 
Comparing with (27), we obtain by uniqueness, x, = ( -,“) = (-l)“( M+i-l). 
Then from (28), for 0 < n ,< M, 
la,+,-,I < PI” ICI (4b’)Y 
l”+f- ‘1 
= ICI 4-“2M+n-’ < /Cl. 
Together with (26), this gives (23). 
THEOREM 2. Let (Lk}, {Mk} be positive integers satisfying 
L,-MM,+ 1 > Lkp, +Mk-,. 
Q.E.D. 
(29) 
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Suppose 0 & G and there exist (open or closed) balls {Bk} s.t. 
G c fi 6 B,: li~(d(Bk))“‘X’L’ =0. (30) 
n=l k=n 
Then there is an entire function f s.t. for all z E G 
limzup If- [Lk/Mk]l (z)“(~~+~‘) = co. 
Proof. Let b, be centre of B,. We may assume b, # 0 (if necessary, 
replace B, by a slightly larger ball with centre not at zero). Let J, = 
(Lk -M, + 1, L, - Mk + 2 ,..., L, + Mk} all k > 1. In view of (29), the (Jk} 
are disjoint. The aj in f(z) = CF a,zi are defined by Lemma 5 for j E Jk 
and are set to 0 for j @? U, Jk: 
In Lemma 5, set C = (d(Bk))Mti2; Q = ak(z - bkp, where ak is chosen so 
that Q(0) = 1. Also set L = L,; M = M,. By that lemma, there exist aj all 
jE Jk s.t. for je Jk, 
Ia,/ < (d@,))““2 
* IJM: lajl”j Q (d(B&)MkI(4Lk) (jEJ,*j<2L,%L,>M,) 
-rO as k-rco (by (30)). 
So f is entire. Further by Lemma 5, a& - b,)Mk satisfies the Pad6 equations 
(25), so must be the normalized Pad6 denominator for [L,/M,]. Next, as 
[fl L+M - [L/M] = 
[ (jIgI “$1 Q”]L+,$f+l/QM 
(see, for example, Wallin [8, p. 242]), one obtains from (24) in Lemma 5, 
ifI Lk+Mk - [Lk/Mk] = (d(B,))M”* (4b;)-Mk zLlr+Mk+ ‘(z - bk)-Mk, (31) 
where b; = max{ 1, lbkl}. N ow let z E G and p=min{lzl, l/12/, I}. Then z 
belongs to infinitely many of the B,, so as k + co through some sequence 9
of integers, we have z E B, * )z - b,\ < d(B,) and b, + z 3 b; < 2/p. Then 
as k --f co through 9, and as M, < L,, 
{(d(Bk))hfd* (Jb;)-Mk lZILk+Mk+l lz _ bkl-‘+fk}l/(Lk+Mk) 
> { (d(Bk))-““/’ @1~/8)~~}“(~~~) 
+co as k + co through Y (by (30)). The result follows from (3 l), and as f 
is entire. Q.E.D. 
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4. SIX SEQUENCES 
The sequences in Theorem 3(i) below were first considered by Zinn-Justin 
[lo], and sequences imilar to those in Theorem 3(iii), (iv) have recently 
been considered by Wallin [ 111. Note that the assumptions in parts (iv), (vi) 
will force f to have finitely many poles in CS, but in the other parts, f may 
have infinitely many poles in G?, even if B is bounded. 
THEOREM 3. Let f be meromorphic in open a. Let { [Lk/Mk]} satisfy 
lim, M, = 0~) iff has infinitely many poles in D but lim,inf M, >p iff has 
poles of total multiplicity p ( co in Q?. 
6) 
or 
then G in 
(ii) 
If 
8= {ZIZI <R} and lip M, log k/L, = 0 
G9=C and limfup Mk log k/L, < co 
(39) has Hausdorg dimension zero. 
If 
then G in 
(iii) 
lim;up log MJlog k < co ; IiF log LJlog k = co 
(39) has logarithmic dimension zero. 
If for some 
then G in (39) has (log( l/t))-‘-measure zero. 
(iv> ZfforsomeA>O, laA>O, 
Mk <A; c u/Lk)A < 00 (36) 
k 
then G in 
(VI 
then G in 
(39) has (log( l/t))-“-measure zero. 
If for some 0 < p < 1 and A = l/,u 
limEup Mkk”/Lk < co (37) 
(39) has logarithmic dimension &A. Further ifp < 1, then G has h- 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
measure zero for every h satisfying (2), (10) and (12). 
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(vi) Iffor some A > 0, p > 1 and A = l/p, 
M,<A; lim:up k”/Lt, < 00 (38) 
then G in (39) has logarithmic dimension a. Further G has zero h-measure 
for every h satisfying (10). 
Given any z E S!‘\G, then for all I> 0 
limEup IDlf - D’[LJM,]( (z)“(~‘~,“‘~) < 1 if ti={z:(z/<R}, 
but (39) 
liy ) Dy-- D’[LJM,]J (z)“(~~+~~) = 0 if a=@. 
Proof. (i) This is proved in the case @ = C. The proof is similar for 
@ = (z: (z 1 < R J. By (33), there exists B > 0 s.t. 
Mk log k/L, < B (40) 
Let a > 0, h(t)= P and Q= ke21a all k > 1. Then Ck h(Ek)= 
Ck k-2 < 00, while 
fl = limfup h*(s,) M, (log &,1/L, < (2B/a) (by (51, (40)). 
Then (17) of Theorem 1 is satisfied, so fixing a, 1, R, 
r < R exp(-2B(l t 1)/a), Theorem 1 gives that (19) holds with p < 2B/a, 
where the exceptional set G has P-measure zero. The result now follows by 
taking sequences {r,}, {R,} of values for r, R s.t. lim, rn = lim, R, = 00, but 
lim, m/R, = 0. The following facts are also used: a > 0 was arbitrary (and 
of course the set on which divergence occurs is independent of a); there are 
countably many values for 1; the countable union of sets of measure zero has 
measure zero. 
(ii) Equation (34) implies the existence of positive A, (c’&) s.t. 
Mk< ti; lim,C,= a; L,== ksk. Let y > 0, h(t) = (log(l/t))-’ and &k= 
exp(-krV2), all k > 1. Then one sees that (18) in Theorem 1 holds, with 
p= 0. 
(iii) By a standard argument, (35) implies the existence of (Ck) s.t. 
lim,& = 00 ; ck(~k”k/Lk>A ( ** Let h(t) = (log(l/t))-* and sk = 
exp(-L,/(M,[,)) all k > 1. Using (6), one sees that (17) holds in Theorem 1, 
with /? = 0. 
(iv) Similar to (iii), but show that (18) holds. 
(v) Equation (37) implies that CL(MJLk)Y < ~10 all y > l/p = A, and 
the results about logarithmic dimension follow from (iii). To see the other 
part. suppose ,u ( 1 and that h is given s.t. (2), (lo), (12) hold; then by 
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Lemma 2(i), there exist (Ed} satisfying (11); and by Lemma 2(ii), h* is 
bounded. Hence 
p = limEup h*(e,) iVk ] log eL(/Lk 
< limfup h*(s,) 1 log ck I/k’ = 0 (by (3719 (11)). 
It follows that (17) in Theorem 1 holds, with p = 0. 
Part (vi) is similar to (v). In the second part, show that (18) in Theorem 1 
holds, and use Lemma 2(i). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (a) Note that the conditions (2), (lo), (12) are satisfied 
for any E>O by h(t) = (log(l/t))-““-‘; h(t) = (log(l/t))- l” 
(log log(l/t))-I-‘; . . Hence G having zero h-measure for all h satisfying 
(2), (lo), (12) is a stronger result than G having logarithmic dimension 
a = l/p. 
(b) As a special case of Theorem 3 of Wallin [ 111, Ck(Mk + 1)/L, < 
co * lim(LJM,. = f all z 4 G, where G has zero logarithmic capacity. 
When {Mk} is bounded, we see from Theorem 3(iv) above, with A = 1, that 
G has zero (log(l/t))-i-measure, a slightly stronger esult (see Taylor [6]). 
However when {Mk} is unbounded, Theorem 3(iii) gives only that G has 
logarithmic dimension <l, a slightly weaker result (see Taylor [6]). 
(c) We next wish to show the results in Theorem 3 are best possible. 
First a lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let A > 0 and positive {ski satisfy C,, ai* < co. 
(i) IfA > 1, there exist positive {Mk}, {Lk} satisfying (29), (35) and 
lip Mkak/Lk = 00. (41) 
(ii) If 0 <A Q 1, there exist positive {Mk}, {Lk} safisfving (29), (36) 
and (41). However, we may have to reorder the {ak} in this case. 
ProoJ We can choose {&} s.t. 
and c (a,&)-* < co. (42) 
(i) Choose rational numbers {rk} by l/r, E (a J& - 1, a,/&) all k > 1. 
Then define the (Lk} inductively by 
(43) 
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and s.t. L,r, is an integer. Set M, = rkLk all k >, 1, so L,lM, = l/r, >, 
0,/(2&J and (35) th en o f 11 ows from (42). Further LJM, = l/r, <a,/<, and 
(41) then follows. Finally L, -M, + 1 > Lk( 1 - rk) > L,- ,(l + rk ,) = 
L k-1 +M,-, (by (43)). 
(ii) Reordering the {ak} if necessary, we can ensure that {(aJrk)] in 
(42) is monotone increasing. Choose 1 < M, <A all k. Define the (Lk} by 
L, = greatest .integer ,< aJ& + 2Ak 
*LL,-M,+l>(a,/<,t2Ak-l)-A+1 
>akp,/Ck-,+U(k--l)+A 
>Lk-, tM,-,, 
giving (29). Further L, > aJck from which (36) follows. Finally, we must 
show (4 1) holds. Now as A < 1, (36) gives Ck(l/Lk) < co while the (Lk} are 
strictly increasing. Hence lim, k/L, = 0. Then L, ,< a,JCk + 2Ak * 
&Cl - 2WL,) < a,&, < M,a,/L,, giving (41). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (a) We can now prove the counterexamples. Theorem 4(i-iv) 
show, respectively, that Theorem 3(i-iv) are best possible. For example, from 
Theorems 3(i), 4(i), we deduce that sequences of the type (33) converge 
except on sets G of Hausdorff dimension zero, and conversely given a u- 
compact G of Hausdorff dimension zero, there is an entire function s.t. a 
sequence of the type (33) diverges on G. In (iii, iv) the restriction of u- 
compactness (in any case not severe) is not needed. Indeed, looking at the 
proof of Theorem 4(i, ii), we see that the only place where u-compactness i
needed, is in applying a Lemma of Rogers and Taylor [ 12, pp. 229, 
Lemma 3). In their 1963 paper, they conjectured that their lemma is true for 
general Bore1 sets. However the author has been informed by Dr. Gardner of 
the CSIR, South Africa, that this conjecture was disproved by Boardman 
[161. 
(b) Theorem 4( v, vi) show, respectively, that Theorem 3(v, vi) are best 
possible in the sense of logarithmic dimension. However, they leave a gap of 
uncertainty as to what happens on sets G with zero /r-measure for every h 
satisfying (10) (and so with logarithmic dimension <A = l/p) but with 
positive (log( l/t))-*- measure. This gap is discussed in Section 5. 
THEOREM 4. &et 0 @i G. 
(i) Suppose G is o-compact and has Hausdorff dimension zero. Then 
there exist {Lk}, (Mk} satisfying (33) and an entire function f s.t. (44) holds. 
(ii) Suppose G is a-compact and has logarithmic dimension zero. 
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Then there exist {Lk}, {Mk} satisfying (34) and an entire function f s.t. (44) 
holds. 
(iii) Suppose G has zero (log(l/t))-A-measure (some A > 1). Then 
there exist (Lk}, {Mk} satisfying (35) and an entire function f s.t. (44) holds. 
(iv) Suppose G has zero (log(l/t)))A-measure (some 0 < A < 1). Then 
there exist {Lk}, {Mk} satisfying (36) and an entire function f s.t. (44) holds. 
(v) Suppose G has zero (log(l/t))-‘-measure (A = l/p; some 
0 < ,u < 1). Then there exist {Lk}, {Mk} satisfying (37) and an entire function 
f s.t. (44) holds. 
(vi) Suppose G has zero (log(l/t)))A-measure (A = l/p; some ,u > 1). 
Then there exist {Lk}, {Mk} satisfying (38) and an entire function f s.t. (44) 
holds. 
limtup ] f - [L,/M,]l (z)~I(~~+~~) = co all z E G. (44) 
Proof. In each case we apply Theorem 2, and so must find {Lk}, {Mk}, 
{Bk} s.t. (29), (30) are satisfied. Note that given a measure function h, and G 
of zero h-measure, we can find balls {Bk} s.t. each point in G belongs to 
infinitely many B, and s.t. Ck h(d(B,)) ( co (See, for example, Rogers [2, 
p. 59, Theorem 321). In that case G c l-J:==, u,“==, B . 
(i) Choose {Lk}, {Mk} satisfying (29) and 
2>M,logk/L,> 1. (45) 
For example, L, = 2k; M, = greatest integer < 2L,/log k will do, for large k. 
This satisfies (33). 
Next, G has zero P-measure all a > 0 o G has zero t”“-measure all 
positive integers n. Then by Lemma 3 in Rogers and Taylor [ 12, p. 2291, 
there exists h s.t. G has zero h-measure and s.t. 
lim F/h(t) = 0 
t-o+ 
ail a > 0 (46) 
(provided G is u-compact). As above we can write G c n:==, UpZn B,, 
where Ck h(d(B,)) < co. Reorder the {Bk} so that {d(B,)} is monotone 
decreasing. Then by standard techniques lim, kh(d(B,)) = 0 
=S 1iF k(d(B,))” = 0 all a > 0 (by (46)) 
(47) 
* liy k(d(B,))*’ = 0 
409/18/2-Z 
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for some positive {ak} decreasing monotonically to 0. Then for large k, 
(d(B,))MtiV”.k < (l/k)li(d&) (by (45h (47)) 
= exp(-l/a,) + 0 as k + co. 
So (30) is also satisfied. 
(ii) As in (i), we find {yi\ decreasing monotonically to zero s.t. 
liy k(log( l/d(B,))))” = 0. 
Set M, = 1 for simplicity and L, = greatest integer < k’/%. 
It is easy to check that (29), (34) then hold, while we can write for large k 
(d(Bk))MdLk ,< exp(-2”*k”“/L,) 
-+O as k-+a. 
(iii) Find as above {Bk} s.t. C,(log(l/d(B,)))-A < co and set uk = 
(log(l/d(B,))) in Lemma 6. By Lemma 6(i), there exist {Lk), {Mk} satisfying 
(29), (35) and s.t. lim, M,(log( l/d(B,)))/L, = lim, M,a,/L, = co from 
which (30) follows. 
Part (iv) is similar to (iii): use Lemma 6(ii) and reorder the {Bk} if 
necessary. 
(v) Find {Bk} s.t. C,(log(l/d(B,)))-A < co and rearrange them if 
necessary so that (d(B,)) is decreasing. Then, if l/,~ = A, 
lip k(log( l/d(B,)))-A = 0 
* lim(d(B,))““L’ Q li$d(Bk))“‘” = 0 
k 
if A = l/p and MkkU/Lk >.A. Choose inductively (Mk}, {Lk} st. (29) holds 
and s.t. 2A 2 M, k”/Lk 2 A. 
Part (vi) is similar to (v). Q.E.D. 
Remark. The factor which determined the “thinness” of the exceptional 
set in Theorem 3 was the rate at which M,/L, tended to zero. The slowest 
rate discussed was lim, sup M, log k/L, < 00; that is, when Mk/Lk tended to 
zero like I/log k. Below it is shown that if M,/L, tends to zero at a rate any 
slower than this, nothing meaningful can be obtained in general. 
THEOREMS. Let {Lkl, (Mk} satisfy 
L,-M,+ 1 >Lk-‘+Mk-,; li? M, log k/L, = 00. 
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Then there is an entire function f s.t. 
1im;up I$ - [L,/M,Jl (z)“(~~+~~) = co all z E C\{O}. 
Proof. It suffices to find {Bk} s.t. (30) holds, and to apply Theorem 2. 
Now it is well known that C has zero h-measure for h(t) = la any a > 2. 
Hence we can find {Bk) s.t. C\(O] c l-J:=, U,“=, B, and Ck(d(Bk))3 < 03. 
By reordering the {Bk}, if necessary, so that {d(B,)) is monotone decreasing, 
the convergence of the series gives lim, k(d(B,))3 = 0. Then for large k, 
(d(Bk))M”/L” < ( l/k)Mk/(3LX) = exp(-M, log k/(3L,)) 
-+O as k-+co. Q.E.D. 
5. COLUMNS OF THE PAD& TABLE 
In this section, we close the gap between Theorem 3(v, vi) and Theorem 
4(v, vi) for ,u = 1, by giving a primarily non measure theoretic charac- 
terization of the sets on which “columns” of the Padt table diverge. 
LEMMA 7. Let (dk) be a monotone decreasing sequence s.t. lim, dt’k = 0. 
Then there is a measure function h s.t. 
T h(d,) < 00 but j (h(t)/t) dt = 00 
0 
Proof. We can write 
d, = &i: 1iF &k = 0. 
Choose {mi) inductively s.t. for i > 1, 
I log Ej?til> 1 log ‘,j-llY 
I log h,l> i + 1, 
m,-mj-, > mi-1 -mivZ, 
d,i+l < dmi < d,i-,+l < d,i-l* 
We define h as follows: Set h(0) = 0 and over [d,(, dmi-,] define h by 
h(t) = i-‘(m, - mi- 1)- ’ fortE [&i9dm,-,+ll 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
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and h(t) to be the line segment joining 
and 
h(dmiJ = (i - l)-* @z-i - mi-Jr 
for fE [&-,+,, dmi_,]. In view of (52), this definition is possible, and, 
because of (51), h is monotone increasing, while it is clearly continuous. 
Further by (53) and monotonicity of the {dk}, 
Ch(d,)=C 2 h(d,)=Ci-2< co. 
k i k=mi-ItI I 
Next e-k > d,ie k < ji, where ji is the largest integer < 1 log d,,I so 
ji 
> 2 (Ilogd,il- IlOg dmi-1 I - 1) h(d,O 
> C (mi-mi-1) IlOfJEnt-~I h(dm,)-C h(dk) (by (4Q (49)) 
1 k 
>zi-‘-xh(d,)=cr, (by PO), (53)). 
I k 
Finally, with a slight abuse of notation, 
,( (h(t)/~)dt=(*ih(eC”)du)~h(eCk)=m. 
0 k 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8. There is a compact set E c [0, 11 s.t. E has positive 
logarithmic capacity, but s.t. 
E c fi fi B,: liF(d(Bk))“k = 0. 
I=1 k-l 
(54) 
Proof. We make minor modifications to a complex and lengthy 
construction of Carleson [3, pp. 33-36]-we choose the subintervals I(” of 
ZL to have lengths pykt’, ~y’+~,...,~f”‘~ rather than Carleson’s choice of 
lengths [3, p. 36, (3.6)]. Here {pi} is a monotone decreasing sequence of 
small positive numbers to be chosen later. 
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Following the construction is outlined: To start, set n, = 0 and choose 
n, > 1 disjoint closed subintervals Zj of [0, l] of diameters 
nItI 
Pl 
ntt2 
,Pl MPl 9 2n’ respectively. Let B, be the ball of diameter d(Z!J 
containing ZL, so that (d(B,))‘lk < p1 all 1 < k < n, . 
Suppose now that subintervals Z,! of [0, l] (1 < j < nl, 1 < 1 < i) have been 
chosen; suppose also that B, (1 < k < n, + n2 + ‘. ni) have been chosen s.t. 
if 1 < I < i and if k = n, + n, + ... n,-, + s:l < s < n, we have (d(B,J)‘lk < p, 
and also have that B, is the ball of diameter d(Zi) containing Zi. The IF1 are 
now chosen as follows: Set m, = 0, and for 1 < j < ni, choose ml 
subintervals {Zy ‘} of Zj of diameters 
p$!“;‘: ‘, p,“::’ ,..., ~$3, respectively: 
Further, if k = n, f n2 + . . nits, where s=m,tm2t~~~mj~,tt and 
where 1 Q t < mj, we let B, be the ball of diameter d(Zi+ ‘) containing Zf’ ‘, 
so that 
(d(Bk))lik=pl~~tl)l(nltn2t '-ni+mltm2t"'mj-*tf) 
(Pit1 (by (55)). 
This construction gives a set E = nF=, lJ”,I, Zi = 02, lJ& B, with the 
property (54) provided limipi = 0. To prove that the {pi) {n,}, {mj at the ith 
stage} can be chosen so that E has positive logarithmic capacity, we must, 
for brevity, refer the reader to Carleson: One may define measure ,Ui, 
potentials ui (as in Carleson [3, p. 341) and adjusted potentials u: (as in 
Carleson [3, p. 351). Fixing Z= I;, letting x,, E Z and setting 
one obtains (as in Carleson [3, p. 36]), the estimate 
U:, 1(X0) < mJy1,1fi(Z)(2/r)~r'2 lOg(l/t) dt t $(X0) 
0 
< 2Pi(z) 1 log Pi 1 t U;(Xo) + O(m,~'). 
By choosing m, .” m,, large enough, and by choosing the {pi} to tend to 
zero sufficiently slowly, one may ensure that 2 ,ui(Z) ]log pi ] and C m; ’ are 
uniformly bounded. As in Carleson [3, p. 361 this gives a bounded potential 
at x0 and so ensures that E has positive logarithmic capacity. Q.E.D. 
Remark. It seems certain that for every h s.t. lo (h(t)/t) dt = co, there is 
a set E satisfying (54) but with positive h-measure (or positive l/h-capacity 
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in the sense of generalized capacity). It is, however, not clear how to modify 
the above proof or the methods of Dvoretzky [ 13 1 to obtain such a set. 
THEOREM 6. Let f be meromorphic in C with poles of total multiplicity 
p < co. Let ( [L,/M,] } satisfy for some a, b > 0 
p<MM,<b; L, > ak. (56) 
Then 
lip /Dy - D’[Lk/MJ (z)lIoktMk) = 0 
where G has the following properties: 
all 1 > 0, all z E C\G, (57) 
O&G and G c fi z B,: li$d(B&)“‘= 0. (58) 
n=l k=n 
Consequently G has zero h-measure for every h s.t. s, (h(t)/t) dt < a, and 
there exists h s.t. G has zero h-measure but s.t. lo (h(t)/t) dt = co. 
Conversely, given a set G satisfying (58) and given positive {Lk}, {Mk) s.t. 
L,-M,+ 1 >L,-, +Mk-,; L, < cM,k (59) 
then there is an entire function f s.t. 
li? sup 1 f - [Lk/Mk]] (z)“(~~+~~) = 00 allz E G. 
In particular (58) is true for any G having zero (log( l/t))-‘-measure and s.t. 
0 & G; and there are sets of positive logarithmic capacity satisfying (58). 
Proof. Let S be the polynomial of degree p, leading coefficient one, s.t. 
fs = Cr ajzj is entire. Set 
Pk = 
Then using the fact that jS is entire, one can find positive {Sk} s.t. 
IiF 6, = 0 but lip pftiLk = 0 (60) 
Set ek = max{py: j > k). Then {ck} is monotone decreasing, and from (56), 
(60) we have 
Ek > P;T? lip s:‘k = 0. (61) 
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Next let 0 < E < 1 < r < R/2. If Q is the denominator in [L/M], one obtains 
in the usual manner, for 1.z I< r, 
lmw+“/~~ - ~‘WW 
= l~‘~~[fsl”,~~Ql,+,+,/<~Q>~l 
G4,PW” VW-‘-’ ,;y=pR WYE’Ql,+~+~ W/Q(zI/ 
x (w; {I QW Q(z>lI)‘. 
(Using Leibniz’s formula, using (15) with I’= SQ and using Cauchy’s 
integral formula to estimate the derivatives) 
< {A,(8R)L+‘Mtp”‘t2)} IS(Z)I- (,<~~y+, IUjl) CM”+‘). (62) 
This holds for all IZ I< r, z & lJE”=, Bi,M. Here A, is a constant which 
depends on I, but not on T, R, L, M, z or E. Further the not necessarily 
distinct balls Bi,, each have diameter E, and are centred on Q’s zeroes, so 
are independent of r, R, 1. 
Now in (62), take E = .sk; L = L,; M = Mk; and choose r = rk; R = R, to 
tend to infinity so slowly with k that for 1 < l< n(k), the term in { } in (62), 
is bounded by p; lf2. Here {n(k)} is a sequence of integers tending 
sufftciently slowly to infinity as k -P 0~). Such a choice of rk, R, is possible 
since {Mk} is bounded and since (60) holds. The choice of n(k) is possible as 
A, depends only on 1. 
Then for 1 <I< n(k) and ]z] < rk and 
z 6z 3 Bi*Mk: d(B,,,,) = &/( 
i=l 
(63) 
we have from (62), (61), 
ID’{ [fS]“k+Mk/S} -D’[Lk/Mk]I (z) < I S(z)l-I-’ p:‘2-d’Mk”+? 
If we set G = l-j:==, l-l,“=, lJzl Bi,MkU {z: z is a pole of f}, (57) now 
follows from the following: The M, are bounded, (60) holds, and the Bi,+, 
are independent of 1. Further fs is entire, so from Leibniz’s formula, one 
may show 
lp’{[fs]“+“/s} -DtfI1’(L+M)+o, z not a pole of J 
Next let us write 
B I,Ml’ BZ,M, ... BM,,M,,B,,,wz . ..BM~.M~,BI.MI ‘.’ 
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as 
B,,Bz ... B,,tB+,, / , .‘. Bw,+,r?~B,v,,+~wz+ 1 
Then from (63) and monotonicity of the {Ed}, we see that {d(B,)} is 
monotone decreasing, while from (61) and boundedness of the {Mk}, we see 
lim,(d(B,))” k = 0. By adding a balls of suitable radii, centred on f’s poles, 
at suitable intervals in the sequence (Bk}, these properties will not be altered. 
So G satisfies (58). 
Next j, (h(t)/t) dt < 00 =+ xk h(pk) < 00 all 0 < p < 1 * zk h(d(Bk)) < 
co * G has zero h-measure. Further by monotonicity of the (d(B,)}, Lemma 
7 gives an h s.t. (, (h(t)/t) dt = co but Ck h(d(B,)) < 00 3 G has zero h- 
measure. 
Finally if (58), (59) hold, we note that (29), (30) hold so one may deduce 
the existence of the required entire function from Theorem 2. It is easily seen 
(as in the proof of Theorem 4(v)) that sets of zero (log(l/t))-‘-measure 
satisfy (58), while from Lemma 8 there are sets of positive logarithmic 
capacity satisfying (58). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (a) The characterization (58) of the exceptional set G is not 
aesthetically pleasing-we are used to characterizing exceptional sets in 
terms of measures or capacities. However there are problems other than that 
above in which capacities and Hausdorff measures fail to characterize xcep- 
tional sets. See Hyellengren [ 171, Gardner [ 181. 
(b) Finally, we make a slight improvement to the well-known result that 
a subsequence of the {[L/M] } (M fixed, L > 1) converges to f (analytic in 
1 z 1 < R) except at M points. More is known for special cases-see Baker and 
Graves-Morris [ 141 and Edrei [ 15, p. 8, Theorem 21. Recall that if 
f(z) = CF aizi, th en C(L/M) is the determinant of the M X A4 matrix 
(u,-,-,+~+~), as in Baker [l, p. 131. 
THEOREM 7. Let f be analytic in 1 z 1 < R, and M a fixed positive integer. 
Then a subsequence of the { [L/M] }L >, converges to f in IL/ < R, except at, 
at most, M - 1 points. If for large enough L, C(L/M) # 0 and all poles of 
[L/M] lie in Iz( < R, then a subsequence converges to f throughout 1 z/ < R. 
ProoJ If infinitely many C(L/M) = 0, then infinitely many [L/M] = 
[L/M - 1 l’s, and as usual, one can extract a subsequence whose poles have 
+%4 - 1 limit points in 1 z ] < R. If on the other hand C(L/M) # 0 for large 
L, then straightforward estimation gives 
) C(L/M)I < M!(R-’ + 6,)ML: lip S,, = 0. (64) 
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But if z,,~ “. z~,~ are the poles of [L/M], 
fi 1 zi,L ) = I coefftcient of zM in QM / 
i=l 
(as in Baker [ 1, pp. 26-27]), so using (64), 
lim;up fi ]z~,~ ] > R”. 
i=I 
(65) 
Thus we may extract a subsequence of approximants whose poles have at 
most M - 1 limit points in ]z 1 < R, or else have a contradiction to (65). 
When all poles lie in ]z] <R for large L, a subsequence must have all the 
limit points of its poles on ]z] = R. Q.E.D. 
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